BY DR. SUZY CATER

Nov. 15, 2021 - Apr. 22, 2022
The intimate 5-month group program where intuitive and artistic
women entrepreneurs step into the spotlight with their voices and
soul gifts, and get recognized (and beautifully paid!) for
trailblazing work that lights up their souls

Would you love a mastermind that’s the ultimate blend of strategy
and magic, and of intimacy and community?
And do you want to amplify your intuitive gifts, take your copywriting
skills next level, and sell MORE soul-aligned offers in a way that
honors your unique strengths, personality, and creative style?

WWW.SUZYCATER.COM

If the answer’s a loud “heck yes!” then sit back, kick off your heels, and take
a sip on your tea, darling. while I give you a VIP tour of...

THE SPEAK YOUR
SOUL ACADEMY
The intimate group program where over FIVE deeply nourishing
(and life-changing!) months, I’ll help you:

Reconnect to your inner MAGIC
Activate and develop your unique intuitive gifts
Create all the copy assets you want to grow your business
Play brave with your voice
Get your offers, messaging, audience, and lead gen strategies
in total alignment, so your business is set up to SOAR

You’ll walk away…
With a fully ALIGNED offer suite and growth plan
Ready to be more VISIBLE (think: podcast guesting and
PR guidance!)
Confident and anchored in your intuitive gifts (expect
activations, energy work and channeling!)
With a wholeeee bunch of magnetic and memorable
conversion copy created (we’re talking: website, welcome
sequence, sales pages, social posts & more...) so your
words can do the heavy lifting for you, and you don’t
have to show up personally so much in order to SELL
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Ready to grow your business in a way that feels light,
easeful, grounded, and incredibly FUN… and that also does
justice to the fabulous magic of what you do?
APPLY FOR THE SPEAK YOUR SOUL ACADEMY
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If you’re someone who has…

Ever wondered whether you could be playing bigger with
the way you use your voice and words

Had others get intimidated by your creative or intuitive
gifts (or possibly, even try to discourage you from using
them...)

Sometimes felt like you don’t quite “fit in” and longed to
be really seen (and valued!) for your unique approach to
what you do

Felt like there’s a fire burning in your heart that wants
to be seen and supported to express itself

Had soooo many big ideas churning inside you, and it’s
like something is calling at you to go all in and GO
BRING THEM TO LIFE

Then you, love, are in absolutely the right corner
of the interwebs, because THIS is where we blow
the dust off whatever big creative projects,
dreams or gifts you’ve been allowing to rest on
the shelf...
… and give you the words, fresh energy, intuitive
insights, AND strategy support to start
compellingly putting it all out there in a way that
makes the world take a deep breath and TAKE
NOTICE (whoa Nelly…!!!)
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Wondering if it’s possible for you?

Take a look at the shifts of
my clients before you!
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Here’s what you’ll get inside this intimate container
designed to activate YOUR unique soul magic and get it
noticed by the people you feel most called to share it with:

2 X 90 MIN SMALL GROUP CHANNELED WRITING SALONS PER MONTH
(slots available to suit multiple time zones)

Get ready to get COZY -- your regular salon
group will include a max. of 2-3 other women,
allowing you to form closer connections AND
receive ample 1:1 insights from me each month!
Every salon will include a live, guided
meditation to open your channels and activate
your intuitive wisdom (the feedback I get about
these is always MIND-BLOWING!), plus time
for channeled writing around a specific topic.
You’ll have time to share whatever you see and
write, and to get coaching on what you
downloaded in the meditation as well as
whatever’s going on in your business that week.

1 X LIVE HOT-SEAT COPYWRITING WORKSHOP PER MONTH

Wave goodbye to delaying writing your copy or
content - every single month, each person in
the program will get accountability and
messaging feedback via a live copywriting hotseat session with me!
You’ll get to share whatever you’re writing (or
feeling blocked with!), have my expert
conversion copywriter’s eyes review your
messaging to make instant edits and
upgrades, and/or be able to receive traumaaware, personal-to-you advice to help you
break through writer’s block ASAP.
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1 X GUEST EXPERT MASTERCLASS PER MONTH

From P.R. to podcasts, and from healing work
to vocal coaching to rewiring subconscious
beliefs around success, each of the five guest
expert sessions has been carefully selected to
help you seriously amplify the impact and
reach of your voice.
Not only will these monthly calls take you to a
place where you know how to get your
message heard by MORE people across
multiple mediums… but you’ll also feel deeply
ready (on an inner level) for that recognition
and
visibility
to
happen.
(Which
is
EVERYTHING!)

APPLY FOR THE SPEAK YOUR SOUL ACADEMY
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Oh, and hold the phone…

You’ll also get access to over $4000 worth of
bonuses - YEAH, BABY!

Access to...

CHANNEL YOUR WEB COPY (VALUE $1111) AND CHANNEL YOUR
WELCOME SEQUENCE (VALUE $990) GROUP PROGRAMS
My oh my -- I’m just gonna say it: these programs are like nothing else out there in the
copywriting world! They’ll help you channel the next-level version of yourself and your
business, and pour it into un-flippin-forgettable conversion copy that makes your soulmate
clients SWOON (and your competition irrelevant -- say bye, Felicia!!!)
You’ll get access to them for no extra cost, so whether you choose to follow along LIVE
when I run the programs in Q1 of 2022 - or take advantage of your lifetime access to the
replays to go through everything later - you’ll have resources you can return to again and
again, whenever your website and welcome sequence need an update in the future.

Full Access to the

DIAMOND MESSAGING SOCIETY (VALUE $1261) AND MY
COPYWRITING SWIPE FILE VAULT (PRICELESS!)
Want trainings on magnetic content, launch strategies, sales copy and more? You got ‘em!
You’ll have access to ALL materials and live workshops from my membership program -the Diamond Messaging Society -- until April 2022, with BONUS access to all replays and
resources since April 2021 (including: Soul’ed Out Selling, Sales Copy Boom, Your NextLevel Leadership Message, Claim Your North-Star Offer, Selling with Soul on Livestream,
Launch your Black Friday Special workshops and MORE!)!
AND, with the Copywriting Swipe File Vault, you’ll also get exclusive access to the
templates and worksheets that I usually reserve for private clients, and which have helped
them bring in hundreds of thousands of dollars with their words!
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FACEBOOK GROUP COMMUNITY
(VALUE $1000)
This is where you’ll get to hang out with me
and all of your fellow program participants
in between calls, and forge deep bonds,
collaborations, and friendships for life with
the other women in the program, in and
beyond just your salon group!

APPLY FOR THE SPEAK YOUR SOUL ACADEMY
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Total Investment:

INSTALLMENT PLAN
5 (interest-free) payments of

$1197
PAY IN FULL
One payment of

$5985
APPLY FOR THE SPEAK YOUR SOUL ACADEMY
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AND WHAAAAT, THERE COULD BE EVEN MORE?!

Yup — check out this pay-in-full bonus!

BONUS CREATIVITY ACTIVATION
AUDIO SUITE
Get access to an exclusive suite of 5 prerecorded guided meditations to help you
immediately nourish your inspiration, reclaim
your wholeness, connect with your inner creative
soul, and release some of the inhibitions and
constrictions currently stopping you from giving
full-throated expression to your inner fire and
soul gifts!
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VIP Upgrade Option

1 X 60 MINUTE 1:1 CALL WITH SUZY PER
MONTH
This is where you’ll get my 1:1 support with whatever
would be most helpful to you that month -- we can
go deeper with channeling, energy and intuitive
work, I can help you write more copy live on the
call, or we can do brainstorming and coaching to
help you download new, soul-aligned programs,
messaging and visibility approaches, or client
success strategies! (Yup, I’ll be bringing all my
experience as an award-winning former professor
and educator to the table too!)

2 VOXER CHECK-IN DAYS PER WEEK
Sometimes you might want feedback or questions
answered outside of the scheduled group and 1:1
call times. This is where you can get that, with TWO
regular days to check in with me each week, and
receive my input and intuitive hits on whatever it
would be helpful to get a rapid answer on!
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VIP Level Investment

INSTALLMENT PLAN
5 (interest-free) payments of

$1997
PAY IN FULL
One payment of

$9985
APPLY FOR THE SPEAK YOUR SOUL ACADEMY
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The Guest Expert Workshops
How to Leverage Your Story To Gain Media
Attention and Attract High-Value Clients
With Brenda Gabriel
Brenda Gabriel, the self-styled Fame PR Queen and Creator of the
Conscious Celebrity PR Method, is a Publicist and Premium Sales
Strategist who helps disruptive CEOs, influencers and talent attain
industry fame through targeted PR and publicity campaigns, attract
high-value clients and increase their revenue.
Brenda honed her craft at a top London PR agency with a client roster including the likes of
Meghan Markle, Sir Bob Geldof and Sir Richard Branson, helping start up business founders raise
their profile and increase brand awareness through traditional and social media. She has secured
her clients national and global features across prominent media such as the BBC, Forbes, Harper’s
Bazaar, and the Daily Mail, which has led to expert TV appearances, viral press coverage, TED X
invites and reality TV opportunities.

Activate your Soul’s true Expression, a
Quantum Healing
With Jayaleigh Bowen
Jayaleigh Bowen is a Sacred Channel, Alchemist, and Spiritual Mentor
to visionary creatives, CEO’s, and their teams. Her potent process of
clearing personal, generational, and collective beliefs from the cellular
memory, activates leaders to make quantum leaps in their lives and
business fast. Jayaleigh is a self-proclaimed lover of luxury cozy and
transmutes high-frequency templates for wealth, ease, impact, and
delight to her clients.
Her workshop will help you release the karmic stories from your body and your timeline, so
expressing from soul becomes the easy, natural thing it was always meant to be. No hesitation, no
waffling, just pure, powerful RESONANCE that creates the life and the impact you desire.
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Be Bold With Your Voice: How to Harness 5
Vocal Techniques Singers Use for Power and
Energy to Amplify Your Unique Voice
With Lisa Townsend
Lisa Townsend is a board-certified music therapist and voice coach
who has spent over 15 years helping clients use music as a tool for selfdiscovery. From building and leading teams and developing programs
in nonprofits serving marginalized communities, to working at schools
with youth using music for social change, Lisa is steadfast in her belief
that everyone is musical.
Lisa’s passion and expertise is in helping emerging leaders channel their creativity through singing,
and learn to love and trust their voice and lead with confidence. She uses a strengths-based
approach where creativity thrives in both 1:1 and group voice coaching programs. In her spare time,
Lisa sings regularly with the Colorado Symphony Chorus (highlights include singing in small choirs
for Andrea Bocelli at the Pepsi Center and The Flaming Lips at Red Rocks!)

Pitch with Purpose: How to Consistently Book
Yourself as a Guest Expert on Aligned Podcasts to
Grow Your Business
With Mai-kee Tsang
Mai-kee Tsang is the Founder of the Sustainable Visibility® Movement,
Podcast Guesting Strategist & Host of the Quiet Rebels Podcast. She
helps underestimated & underrepresented women-identifying
entrepreneurs to be consensually seen as they become more visible to
share their message, so they can grow their impact-fuelled businesses
on their terms for the long haul.
She has been featured on over 50 podcasts (including Systems Saved Me, The Copywriter Club, and
The Brand You Podcast) by pitching herself to aligned podcasts using her signature Pitch with
Purpose framework. She also created the Asian Online Business Directory as a free resource to help
100+ Asian entrepreneurs to be more easily seen, heard and found for their respective areas of
expertise, in order to increase representation for Asian voices in the online space.
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Smash Your Invisible Inner Glass Ceiling & Marie
Kondo The Sh*t Out Of Your Sneaky Limiting
Beliefs For Limitless Success On Your Terms
(+ bonus mini subconscious rewiring audio)
With Dr. Samantha Hiotakis
Dr. Samantha Hiotakis is your secret weapon for unapologetically
claiming as much success as you want, while embracing the industry
leader status you’re meant for. As a doctoral level psychologist,
mindset expert, and peak performance strategist for high-performing
online business owners, Samantha blends science and woo: applying her
curated system of mindset strategies, classic behavior psychology, mindbody connection, neuro-manifesting, and human design to help her
clients level up beyond their wildest dreams.
Over the past 17 years, she’s accrued over 33,000 hours working with the busiest, most highachieving entrepreneurs out there, helping them ignite their optimal selves by creating massive
internal shifts, resulting in exponential growth for their businesses. Dr. Hiotakis has appeared in
Mind Body Green, Thrive Global, and Best Life.

APPLY FOR THE SPEAK YOUR SOUL ACADEMY

Know this...

The Speak Your
Soul Academy
is NOT your run-of-the-mill group coaching
program (where it’s easy to get lost in the crowd
and you don’t always feel as if YOUR individual
strengths and circumstances are being
recognized or held space for…)
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Instead, this is alllll about:
Surrounding yourself with an incredibly high-vibe community of
other creative women (while also getting 5 months of access to
my energy, personalized attention and channeled insights!)
Coming home to the power of YOUR personal intuitive gifts, so
you can use them on demand and whenever you want (instead
of randomly or “by accident”!)
Pouring the fire, beauty and brilliance deep inside your soul into
dazzling messaging that gets you justly recognized (and
fantastically PAID!) for the work you most love to do

Can’t wait to set your business up so that your intuitive brilliance
radiates throughout all your messaging, marketing, and offers?
APPLY FOR THE SPEAK YOUR SOUL ACADEMY
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By the end of the 5-month program, you’ll be able to…
Confidently use and trust your intuitive gifts, so you
basically feel as if inspiration flows from your soul
and through your pen, whenever you want it to
Speak and write the message that you’re in this
world to share -- in compelling words that are
already getting you noticed, valued, and adored by
MORE of the right people
Have soul-aligned offers that you feel genuinely
excited to talk about and deliver, and that are being
eagerly scooped up by your dream clients (think:
LOTS of “Gimme gimme gimme!”)
Feel like not only is your copy sorted and set up to
sell for you in your sleep (FINALLY!), but that
you’re 100% in your power and on point whenever
you use your voice -- whether that’s on calls,
livestreams, or interviews
Walk away ready to scale your business as slowly or
as quickly as you actually want to, steady in the
knowledge that this is your life’s passion and you’ve
just grounded your entire business in an approach
which lights up your soul and that’s uniquely suited
to who you TRULY are
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Nonetheless, I Gotta Say it Though Be warned! If any of the following sound like you, this program is likely NOT
the best fit for you...

You just want to hire a copywriter and outsource all your writing
You don't want to go deep or look inside yourself for answers
You just want me to fix all your problems, and aren’t interested in connecting
with your own guides, authentic wisdom, or intuition
Your #1 priority for the next 5 months is hitting a v. specific revenue goal ('coz
sure, profits are important, but helping you grow your business from a place of
alignment, joy, and not from the road to burnout is MY #1 priority)
Hearing phrases like “spirit guides” or “past lives” makes you want to run for
the hills in terror
You have serious unaddressed trauma (because this work can get vulnerable
at times)
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On the Other Hand The Speak Your Soul Academy could be a completely fabulous fit if you...

Identify as somewhere on a scale of
woo-curious to broomsticks at midnight
(!), and are curious to see what you
could make happen by developing your
intuitive abilities
Have an established business you feel
ready to take to its next level OR a new
business you’re launching based on lots
of expertise and passion, and want to
be seen as a thought leader /
trailblazer in your field

Are an artist, creative or change-maker,
who has the sense that you could be
using your voice in BIG and impactful
ways (and really want to do that more!)

Are open to putting yourself out there
and experimenting with your words, as
well as willing to try writing your own
copy — for now! — and receive (traumasensitive) feedback and edits on your
writing
Want to scale your business in a way
that feels simple, aligned, and in total
integrity, especially as you recognize
that this isn’t just about selling offers -it’s also about selling offers that it
lights you up to deliver on and where
your clients are genuinely thrilled by
what they receive

Ready to play brave and bold with your offers,
creativity, intuitive gifts, and voice?
Let’s take you to a place where you feel waaay more inspired to communicate
with your audience — and find yourself selling more offers you love to clients
you adore, simply by showing up uninhibited as who you truly are, without all
the conditioning from others!

APPLY FOR THE SPEAK YOUR SOUL ACADEMY
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APPLY FOR THE SPEAK YOUR SOUL ACADEMY

Final reminder:

I’m not here to be your guru. Instead, I’m here to remind
you that YOU are the keeper of your own wisdom and
to be your partner in expansion in helping you...
Throw off your masks and inhibitions

Step into your most powerful, intuitive
self

Liberate and uncensor your voice
Dance with your own creativity
Be recognized and heard by the right
people

Have a f*ck ton of FUN along the way
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No more

Being an (undervalued!) “hidden gem” or
your industry’s “best-kept secret”...

No more

Staying quiet about pivotal parts of your
story, magic, or talent...

It's time

to bring EVERYTHING to the table.

Who do you dare to be? What is
your soul longing to step into?
Let’s draw those answers out of you…
and communicate them in a way
that’s unforgettable.
APPLY FOR THE SPEAK YOUR SOUL ACADEMY
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More Love Notes From My Clients (a small sample!)

“I grew my business, stopped putting as much pressure on
myself, and allowed the space for more creativity!”
"Messaging is all about your inner truth, wisdom and beauty. But it is much easier to
get the message out, if we have someone else to help us. Someone else who guides us, so
we can totally retreat to our non-judgmental subconscious, where the words just flow.
I worked with Suzy before the Speak Your Soul Academy, and experienced her magic
when I found that I could articulate so much better who I am and what I do on sales
calls, that I signed up two new coaching clients within a week after just one session with
her!
Then, what Suzy helped me with again and again over the six months of the Speak Your
Soul Academy was with drawing out what I REALLY want to do, what my real MISSION
is, WHY I have this mission, and what I REALLY want and need to do in my business -which has often meant simplifying things, coming back to what I stand for and truly
enjoy, and rooting myself in more joy and ease.
Since the Speak Your Soul Academy started, I’ve launched a high-touch group coaching
program, reoriented my business to be more focused on delivering offers that feel easy
and fun, launched and sold out two harp teaching programs, and started composing my
own music and improvisational pieces again.
My online school for harpists currently has more than 400 students, and I’m laying the
foundations to expand it, as well as to create more collaborations, dialogue and
community among professional musicians.
Very importantly, though, I’ve also stopped putting as much pressure on myself to
“know all the answers” - as a professional harpist, a teacher, or a coach.
Instead of trying to follow rules and have all the answers, I’m coming to accept today’s
state as a messy “perfect”. To enjoy and have fun with today’s version of my parenting,
my playing, my teaching and my being, and realize that it’s valuable. To release my
impulse to control and allow the space for more creativity.
The Speak Your Soul Academy took me to places I would never have expected when I
signed up. Yes, Suzy gave us amazing feedback on our copy and helped me brainstorm
offers and business strategies in a way that was super valuable. But she also supported
us in the moment with whatever showed up. She asked us powerful questions. She spoke
her truth.
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The program allowed us to listen to our intuition and helped our true voices come out.
We made deep connections and whenever we had a group call, I came away nourished,
enlightened, and inspired by the activations and conversations.
Overall, the Speak Your Soul Academy really helped me to lean into the spaciousness
and the freedom of “not knowing”. Of imperfection. Of the current state instead of the
ideal. And instead of thinking so much about results and proving myself... to relax and
allow myself to deeply enjoy this journey of my business -- and of my life."

Nicole Mueller,
Professional Harpist

"The past six months have been LIFE-CHANGING!"
"Before I signed up for Speak Your Soul Academy, I'd been leading my own successful
commercial interiors firm for decades.
While this meaningful, valuable endeavor brought respect and prosperity, I’d felt for
years the nudge of something missing…a calling toward something else my soul yearned
to build and create in this world.
I signed up for Suzy’s program as part of a promise to myself to turn that yummy
dream and vision into something tangible. I’d found it excruciatingly difficult to
imagine leaving a quality business, to voluntarily journey toward that unclear,
undefinable something.
How do I describe what happened over these past six months? Well, in short: they were
life-changing.
From my initial call with Suzy, I was spurred to take real action on building out my new
endeavor: Deep Art Society™. During the first month we developed a tentative business
model, I created a short film to show to potential Society members, and I was already
receiving messages saying, “Where do I sign up?” and “This is for us. We need it. We
want it! When is the next episode available and what else do you have up your sleeve?”
The remainder of the program was spent deepening and leaning into that
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incredible and promising foundation: more films, customized art curations,
collaborations, cross-cultural live and virtual events, and interview/discovery platforms
are in the works.
But also, with all this newness has been the winding... differently of my interior design
business, a HUGE step for me. I’m discerning ways to carry into the new only the deeper
elements of my design craft that make sense and ignite joy.
Through it all, Suzy helped immensely with getting me out of my thinking head, stepping
out of my brain that wants to overthink everything and know the end of the adventure
from the beginning. After years of leaning into my masculine, of being the expert and
“doing it harder”, I am building this new project and business from a completely
different place.
Our calls together served to nourish and fill me up, whispering me toward home and
peaceful, and inviting me to lounge around in the giddy spaciousness of not knowing—
something which is quite new to me.
I adore how Suzy always allows things to flow in our salons and coaching sessions. She
watches…seeming to listen with all her senses…and responds in ways that naturally
encourage me to feel seen and deeply heard.
I feel soul satisfied after our sessions, and I love the exercises and channeling. I’m also
convinced that Suzy owns a superpower for somehow curating her groups perfectly!
The collective energy was so encouraging and valuable, and I absorbed a huge amount
from listening to the other conversations.
The program felt designed to tap into the uniqueness of who we are, and to help us
believe in our own story…to believe there is a reason and a purpose for our story…and to
find it. It sent me down meandering, beautiful paths that didn’t look like any I’d ever
travelled.
Suzy’s keen knowledge and natural warmth helped me embrace a fresh energy, that of
a joyous, celebrating Explorer, one present with questions instead of always trying to
deliver answers.
Most importantly, the program helped me create the results I was actually ready for—
not just the ones my brain tried to convince me were the “right ones”—and grounded me
in a new energy of possibility and openness, where things get to work in perfect,
scrumptious fluidity. It was an epic experience. Thank you so much, Suzy!

Melissa Grimes,
Design Expert and Curator
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"Suzy guided me to a soul-aligned place where I can not
only hear, but also speak my own truth and desires!"
"Suzy and Channel Your Web Copy were SUCH a breath of fresh air!
Finding someone who inspires me to WANT to write copy is unheard of. I’ve always
loved to write, but have felt so much pressure and stress with sales copy.
During Channel Your Web Copy, I felt Suzy’s activations were a HUGE tool that
allowed me to SLOW down and really hear my own truth of what I want. I have since
continued to do things in my life to slow down and hear myself and others in a more
layered way.
I believe in my own expression of my work so much more and know my deeper reasons of
doing what I do so much more.
I felt her activations also helped me establish a real sense of knowing I deserve to voice
my gifts and abilities as a fact and without apology. Suzy has an intuitive ability to tap
into what motivates ME.
She guided me to a soul aligned place where I can not only hear, but also speak my
own truth and desires. This brought a deeper connection drawing more of my soul
clients into my life. She was such a gift for me!
I am now fascinated with how my message is being heard! No more dreading... only
excitement for this necessity of my business!
Thank you, Suzy!!"

Lauren Levine,
Movement Specialist

APPLY FOR THE SPEAK YOUR SOUL ACADEMY
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"I started to feel like it was possible to make this huge shift and
present it to the world in a way that felt really good!"
"Doing Channel Your Web Copy was just amazing on so many levels. I had been
needing to redo my website for years but just couldn’t get clarity about how to arrange
it or what to offer. I also dreaded writing anything, let alone writing about and
promoting myself!
Plus, having a small child at home, I barely get any quiet time to reflect on things like
this, and it always felt so hard.
But after just two weeks of the program, I had decisions - scary decisions about closing
some doors and opening some others, but decisions nevertheless, and just this glimmer
of confidence that it was possible to make this huge shift and present it to the world in
a way that felt really good to me.
With the channeling, I felt like this flow that I used to have was restored, full throttle,
and it helped me feel much more certainty again about making decisions. With all the
amazing strategies you gave us, I felt like I had this very clear path about what to
prioritize and include, and how to arrange the information.
I’ve been struggling with my health for a long time so between that and having a young
child, I didn’t spend a lot of time putting together my website but somehow I managed
to pull it all together and I now have copy ready to go. On the one hand, I’m blown
away, but then when I look at the genius of the way you put everything together I’m not
- you made it so EASY! Like wow!
And the most unexpected thing happened when I was showing you the copy in the last
office hours session, that I actually started to believe I could do the type of work that I
want to do. I think that fear’s been at least somewhat behind my difficulty with
updating my website, that imposter syndrome, but then I read the copy and thought,
huh, I can so totally do this!
Also along the way I loved the interaction of the group and hearing everyone else’s
journeys. It’s been quite the transformation, and went so above and beyond what I
expected. Just amazing in every way! Thank you!!!"

Karen Kuchel,
Lighting Designer and Artist
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“Suzy helped me see where I was getting stuck, and allow my
authentic voice to flow from the depths it wanted to again!”
"When Suzy and I first began working together, I was feeling very frustrated, as I felt
that my authentic voice wasn’t coming through in my brand messaging. (I’ve had
extensive academic trauma around writing that got me to really stifle my voice...)
I felt like what I was writing as content was dry, academic, almost like it didn't have a
pulse — I felt like it didn't have life to it, and what I really WANTED to express wasn’t
coming through. It was very, very frustrating, and I felt straitjacketed.
Even as the author of a bestselling book, with a seven-figure business, there was that
next level — there’s always that next level!
There are a lot of people who can show you the ropes in terms of copywriting when
you're just starting out: ‘this is what to say, here are the principles...’
But I was looking for that next level, and I feel like at that level, there are fewer and
fewer people who can help.
Sometimes I would ask people: I would bring my quandary about my copy to someone
and they would just say, “Well, outsource it! Don't sweat over it, outsource it. You don’t
have to keep struggling with it.” I'm so grateful, Suzy, that you were able to see that that
was not the real issue.
The real issue was that my authentic voice was not flowing from the depths that it
wanted to... and a lot of my self expression and happiness and just that next level of
“How good can it get?” for me was hinging on that.
That’s the magic that I've experienced in our work — you've helped me go to those
depths. You've helped me see where I was getting stuck. And you didn't take me there
through some kind of “Oh, yeah, here’s the formula. This is what you write, this is what
you say.”
Instead, you ask amazing questions — questions that got me to think deeply about who
I am, my desires, and my relationship with my authentic voice.
Through that exploration that we did together, I got to see that, oh my gosh, that HUGE
areas of what makes makes me happy and what gives me joy and what gets me into
that flow with my authentic voice were missing from my life — and start to change that.
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Now, what’s shifted dramatically for me is that I used to dread certain kinds of writing,
like writing email newsletters. I used to dread it. Which was ironic because, years back, I
used to love doing creative writing.
But then there had been this other period of time where all of that love for writing kind
of got hijacked. Where the straitjacket was put on me.
Our work together has helped me take off that straitjacket.
It’s helped me rekindle my relationship with language and with writing, which in the past
had always been profoundly joyful for me.
Now, I look forward to writing again — it’s shifted from there being an obligation to
follow some kind of a formula, from feeling like I need to do it ‘a certain way’ to feeling
like I have this clean slate, I have a blank page, and it's EXCITING for me, because I get
to share something with people who matter to me.
Because these are my readers, these are people who follow my work, and I deeply
appreciate them. It’s such a gift to be able to share with them, and you helped me back
get in touch with that experience — that it's a GIFT for me to be able to share with
them.
That's something really huge. That's something that — like, I've taken copywriting courses
before, I've gotten advice from other copywriters, and none of that has taken me there,
and us working together DID.
Our work together just keeps taking me deeper into, “Okay, what what really matters?
What is that deeper thing that I want to express?” And it just keeps taking me deeper
into that, because the more authentically I express that, the more it translates into me
getting to work with the most amazing women.
The deeper I go into my authenticity, the more amazing women I attract, who are ready
to go on the deep, deep journey that I do in my work. I’ve really noticed the shift — the
more my authentic voice flows, the more amazing women I attract."

Dr Valerie Rein,
bestselling author of Patriarchy Stress Disorder
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"My work with Suzy has made getting on the phone with
potential clients a breeze!"
"Suzy is magical to work with and absolutely worth the investment!
Before, my copy was okay, but I wanted my website to really be a piece of me that
pulled in my ideal client. Working with her was amazing — I felt like she truly
understood me and my business,️
Suzy didn’t just give me great, professional copy — she also helped me flesh myself out
by guiding me to get so much clearer on who I am, the clients I help, and HOW I help
them. It’s made getting on the phone with potential clients a breeze!
Just recently, I had a consult with a dreamy ideal client, who told me that my website
copy spoke directly to her... and that's what made her hop on a call right after being
acquainted with me.
On another sales call, I was explaining the care I put into my work and the person said
she could feel that from my website. I know that's because the care in the copy
complements the care in my images.
Since working together, I get compliments on my website all the time, and I feel a lot of
pride in what we created!
We worked hard on that copy for it to convey its message to the right people, and now
it's doing its job and turning into money! 🤩
Not only did Suzy give me words that now help me regularly close paid-in-full, fourfigure packages (!), but she saw what I was stepping into and helped me claim it, in
language that truly lands with people I love working with."

Damaly Shepherd,
Portrait Photographer

APPLY FOR THE SPEAK YOUR SOUL ACADEMY
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"Suzy is leading the charge on women's leadership
messaging!"
"Suzy is a phenomenal connector of women on their way up, and leading the charge on
women's leadership messaging! It's more than that, though: she's attracting a community
that wants to sell with full integrity, commitment to each client, and a whole heart.
Before we worked together, I had so many parts to my soul journey that were jumbled in
my head. When we spoke, Suzy drank in my plethora of experiences in a very collected
way and her brain did some super gymnastics to help me see and succinctly summarize
what I'd been doing with my whole life.
I came back again later with more clarity in my thought leader message, and she again
pulled in info from both sessions to really help anchor in my soul journey.
I gained confidence that I had someone supporting me who could help me reflect my life
journey! That's some next level messaging, if you ask me. Suzy is a lovely lady, a
beautiful soul, and worth her weight in gold. By being so solid in who she is and what
she offers, she is a model for helping you to do the same!"

Carlene Gunsior,
ADHD Relationship Mentor

"She helped me claim my own MAGIC!"
"In my first month of working with Suzy, I sold nearly a quarter of a million dollars!
Since then, I’ve hit $80-90K cash months, stopped delivering offers that I wasn’t excited
about anymore, and also claimed my own MAGIC.
From day 1, Suzy gave me the freedom to start showing up as ME, instead of trying to
people-please or be the “good girl”. She helped me pour fire into my messaging and saw
possibilities in me that I hadn’t dared claim yet. Our work together has helped me
embrace all of who I am AND call in my next level."

Elisa Canali,
Human Design and Business Coach
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"Suzy really has a special gift -- everything is flowing
so much easier now!"
I WAS TOTALLY STUCK in “rumination hell” and extremely frustrated about my core
messaging before working with Suzy. I was trying to refine one of my offers and I kept
finding myself writing and writing and going around in circles.
Finally, I realized that I actually hadn't clarified my core messaging - who I am, my
story, what I'm about, what I stand for, the transformation I want for my clients.
I found Suzy on Instagram and was instantly attracted to her words. She is so down to
earth and a very similar personality to me -- highly sensitive, big heart, intelligent, highachiever, creative, fun and genuine -- and really understands the unique challenges
women entrepreneurs and creatives face in showing up and expressing their voices.
She listens so well and creates a safe space for this work - which is really needed!
I loved how thorough she was in really getting a sense of me and my business on a
deep level. I also loved her personable approach, we had a lot of laughs together. Her
outside, expert eyes are fine-tuned to pulling out what makes YOU and what you have
to offer really shine through.
Suzy challenged me to be braver, and I really appreciated that. At the end, I felt this
huge wave of calm come over me, along with a powerful feeling -- like, "YES. THIS is it.
This is who I am in my business and what my business is about."
I feel like everything is flowing so much easier now that I've got everything defined. I
feel more confident, clear, and brave and when I sit down to write a newsletter or
Instagram post -- the words just come.
There is more momentum and actual movement forward now. No more (metaphorical)
ramming my head against a wall. I feel like I have a little Suzy in my head cheering me
on and giving me the extra boost I need whenever I write copy and express my voice.
Quite honestly, I'm so dang excited about my business and upcoming launch!!!
Suzy didn't just help me with my copy -- she helped me investigate my sense of selfworth in my business.
She also helped me see that I wasn't sharing my own stories and experience -- that I was
dimming my light. I am grateful that she helped me see this and gave me the safe
space to talk this through as well.
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I've learned that one of the best ways to unblock yourself and set yourself free and
move to your next level is to work with another heart-centred human being who can
help you see what you aren't seeing. It's GOLD.
Now, I feel like I've found a gem in the female entrepreneur copywriting space, and Suzy
continues to inspire me.
She is magical and down-to-earth at the same time, and here to lift us all up and to
help us do the best work we can do -- so we can make money and feel freedom and help
make a positive impact on the world.
You are in the BEST hands with Suzy. If your gut is saying you should work with her, or
you've suddenly stumbled on her work -- it's definitely the universe telling you to go for
it.

Jennifer Pielak,
Performer and Creative Coach
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